Types of Shared Transport:

There are four kinds of buses and vans in Lebanon:
The most common is a 24-seater minibus,
usually a Mitsubishi Rosa. These are the sort
of buses that the state-owned OCFTC also
operates. People usually call these “el-bass.”
On some routes, the most common is the
10/12-seater minivan, usually just called “el-van.”
There are also a few old-school buses, called
“al-bosta,” which are refurbished Fargo buses
that can carry up to 50 passengers. These used to
be a lot more common, but still operate on some
routes, such as the Sakr Line to Mansourieh.
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Finally, there are a few routes that feature larger
coaches (“pullman”), such as Connexion and LTC.

This map weaves together many stories. Stories of a dozen
grassroots mappers who believe that public transport in
Lebanon cannot be improved if it is misunderstood or
dismissed. For some, mapping these routes meant riding
the bus for the ﬁrst time; for all, riding the bus meant
connecting more deeply with wider communities.
Thank you to Sara Samman, Sirene Abiad, Rashad Saab,
Alaa Salam, Clément Lamy, Timothée Mangeart, Ali
Esmaeel, Farah Mtaweh, Mira Tfaily, Sergej Schellen, Jad
Baaklini and Chadi Faraj for piecing this map together one
route at a time.

First, take a deep breath & stop worrying—it’s not that complicated.
Pretend you’re learning a new language, and when in doubt, ask a native
speaker. Second, leave your assumptions at home. Most of your
frustrations with riding the bus can be avoided if you know what to expect.
In Arabic, people maintain a distinction between privately-operated
“shared transport” (naqel mushtarak) and state-owned public transport
(naqel a’am). Pro-tip: the overwhelming majority of buses you will see
are not operated by the state. Would you judge 90% of any
phenomenon by an expectation based on something that exists only
10% of the time? On this map, we’ve only included one state bus: try to
guess which one!
So, for the most part, buses don’t pick up passengers at ﬁxed bus stops;
people can hop on or oﬀ at any point on the bus route. As for scheduling,
there are no ﬁxed or written timetables for the great majority of buses
or vans; in other words, unlike in predominantly formal systems, there
are no predetermined departure or arrival times per journey. This makes
the system seem overly-chaotic at ﬁrst glance, though it is a functional
system once you learn how it works.

What’s your story? Where will this map take
you? Who will you meet along the way? And
more importantly, who will you become?
Check out and contribute to the digital version of
this map at www.busmap.me and connect with us at
Facebook.com/BusMapProject
@BusMapProject on Twitter and Instagram
Support this project by sharing your stories or
pictures, joining us on trips, or volunteering your time.
You can also donate to the project;
email us at hello@busmap.me to learn how.

Side note: Another cheap and common way of
commuting in Beirut is to use a 'service' (2000LL), which
is a shared taxi, red licence plate, that can pick up other
persons on the way. Sometimes for long trip you will have
to pay double service ''service'eyn'' (4000LL). Better to
negotiate and agree on service/service'eyn/taxi before
starting the ride."

Take the time to familiarize yourself with the buses
and vans you want to use; most have their route
number on the front window. Some will have clear
branding on the side of the bus, but most will not; this
is because many drivers operate on diﬀerent routes
(some also work as school bus drivers, for example).
If you’re confused, it’s okay to ask a bus driver when boarding; they will
almost always take the time to explain to you their route or give you
advice about where to ﬁnd the bus you’re looking for.

How to Ride the Bus or Van in Lebanon:

Since there are no ﬁxed bus stops, you need to gesture to oncoming buses
that you want to board them. The same goes for when you want to
disembark: verbally indicate to the bus driver that you wish to get out of
the bus (you can say things like: "law samaht," "’mol ma’arouf, or
“bade enzal hon").
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How to Pay:

Payment is in cash, and most of the time, drivers will try their best to
provide change, but it’s still a good idea to carry small bills when taking the
bus. For most routes, there is no pre-boarding payment. Exceptions to this
rule include Connexion (Beirut to Tripoli) and LTC (Beirut to Saida).
Most buses do not provide paper tickets, but some routes have recently
implemented this system; buses that provide you with a ticket require
payment upon boarding. These include the Number 5, the Number 2 and
all state-owned (OCFTC) buses.
For other buses and vans, pay the driver as you disembark.
All buses in Greater Beirut cost 1,000 LL.
Note that bus times may diﬀer from what is listed, especially on
weekends and holidays. It’s always safer to ask on the driver when the
last bus is. Prices also may vary on some lines, depending on the
distance of your journey.

